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TRENDSETTER® LB WITH THE
MONTHLY DISABILITY INCOME RIDER

DESIGNED WITH YOU IN MIND
The Trendsetter LB policy offers death benefit protection, up to $2 million, in addition to living
benefits. These living benefits provide the option to receive an accelerated death benefit in the
event of a qualifying chronic, critical, or terminal illness, while the insured is alive.
PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST
THE MONTHLY DISABILITY INCOME RIDER

What would happen to you — or your business — if you
experienced a serious injury and couldn’t work for some
time? How would your finances be impacted? The Monthly
Disability Income Rider provides a monthly income for up to
24 months (two years) if you are unable to work due to injury.

The Monthly Disability
Income Rider offers up to
$2,000 per month in disability
income protection.

Ready to Learn More?
Contact:

2,000

$

Agent Name:
Phone Number:
Email:

Certain occupations are ineligible for coverage. Definitions may vary by jurisdictions.
State variations may apply. Benefits provided through the Living Benefits, including the critical, chronic, and terminal illness accelerated death benefits, are
subject to certain limitations and exclusions. Amounts payable under the benefits vary based in part on the nature and severity of the insured’s health condition
and the insured’s remaining life expectancy at the time of the acceleration as determined by the company. Refer to the policy or riders for complete details.
Trendsetter® LB is a term life insurance policy, Policy Forms ICC16 TL23, TL23, TL23CA issued by Transamerica Life Insurance Company, Cedar Rapids, IA.
Premiums increase annually beginning in year 11 for the 10-year policy, in year 16 for the 15-year policy, in year 21 for the 20-year policy, in year 26 for the 25year policy, and in year 31 for the 30-year policy. Not available in New York. Policy form and number may vary, and this policy and the riders may not be available
in all jurisdictions. Insurance eligibility and premiums are subject to underwriting. In most states, in the event of suicide during the first two policy years, death
benefits are limited only to the return of premiums paid.
All guarantees and benefits of the insurance policy are backed by the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company.
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